
Basel, 21.07.2017

Urban Impressions – Correas most transversal 
body of work.
While creating this patchwork of fragile moments of urban humanity, 
this series eventually produced a project about an imaginary city that 
is out of time but where everything is in place, where one could find 
beauty spontaneously in every corner without needing to chase after it.
Clearly influenced by his painting background (his painter mother, and his oil painting and comic art 
studies at the Brussels Royal Academy of Arts), his style was born by injecting the emotions of impressi-
onism into the „decisive moment“ of photography. In other words: shooting with one eye of an impressio-
nistic painter and one eye of an urban image hunter.

In order to capture instead of creating an alternate reality, elements of the picture are never modified 
digitally, or images merged together.

His favorite subject remains the subtle human presence exuding out of urban landscapes, and his obses-
sion to encapsulate enough fragile moments of fleeting urban beauty as to create with them an imaginary 
city where every single moment would be beautiful.

Excerpt from The Washington Post review, by art critic Mark Jenkins: „The pictures from his “Urban 
Impressions” series depict multiple cities on several continents. A Madrid-born Brussels resident who 
trained as a painter, Correa hops from London to Tokyo to Paris. Wherever he goes, it seems, he avoids 
the eyes of the people he observes. He’s a poet of urban isolation, or at least non-connection.“

Pedro Correa‘s works have been exhibited in galleries of Singapore, Hong Kong, Washington DC, Los 
Angeles, New York, London, Antwerp, Brussels and now for the first time in Basel. From Fr. Nov. 3th till 
Sat. Dec. 4th is the right time to  discover Correa’s silent and strong images in Basel. 

Vernissage: Fr. 03. Nov., 18:00h
Ausstellung: Sa. 04. Nov., 13:30h
bis Fr. 22 Dez, 2017

If you have questions or need more informations please send us a email to: info@lichtfeld.ch
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PhD in Image Processing (at UCL University) in parallel 
with his studies in oil painting at the Royal Academy of 

Fine Art (both in Belgium).


